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This article deals with the semiclassical analysis of the individual eigenfunctions in a
quantum system, especially when the classical dynamics is chaotic and the quantum hound
states are considered. Then the situation is still barely understood, but analytic methods
relevant to that problem have been steadily developing [1-4]. On the one hand, quantum
maps have emerged as ideal dynamical models for basic studies, with their ability to exhibit
classical chaos within a single degree of freedom [5]. On the other hand, phase space
techniques have become recognized as extremely powerful for describing quantum states:
still, by concentrating routinely on the density operators (namely, the eigenprojectors in
Wigner or Husimi representations [6]), those techniques are currently a long way from
grasping the semiclassical shapes of the wavefunctions as such.

We argue that well-adapted representations of eigenfunctions are essential for semi-
classical analysis and that they should incorporate all previous observations. First, the
dynamical problem should be considered in the reduced form of a quantum map: then, its
eigenstates should be analyzed in phase space: there, however, they should not be displayed
as density operators but directly parametrized as wavefunctions.

This article essentially reviews an explicit realization of that program in one degree <*
of freedom, in which the crucial ingredient is a phase-space parametrization of l-d wave-
functions [7]. Every l-d wavefunction is first expressed in a holomorphic (Bargmann) •.«£
representation, then factorized over the zeros of its Husimi function, to end up being rep- •-
resented by a pattern of essentially N ~ /i"1 of those zeros in a 1-1 correspondence; at that ';
point the semiclassical regime appears as a thermodynamic (N —• oo) limit. Central to the
whole approach are (hitherto unnoticed) muJtipiicative properties of the Husimi functions,
only established at present upon certain phass spaces, e.g., the torus T2 and the sphere
S2 (to mention only compact examples, the most relevant here). Over those, however,
our framework encompasses all l-d wavefunctions, and in particular the eigenfunctions of
classically chaotic quantum maps.

Our main result about eigenfunctions then concerns a characterization of their semi-
classical behavior when they are portrayed as patterns of zeros. The nodal patterns for
eigenfunctions, in their high-density regime, condense on lines for classically integrable
systems, whereas for classically chaotic quantum maps the zeros appear to diffuse fairly
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uniformly over (almost) all of phase space [7]. We conjecture that this diffusion is gen-
uinely realized and constitutes a quantal imprint (upon the eigenfunctions) of the chaotic
classical dynamics.

1. A REVIEW OF PHASE SPACE METHODS

As our semiclassical discussion of quantum bound states will clearly proceed from the
plume-space approach, we begin with a brief background review of the latter topic, in any
number d of degrees of freedom.

Conventional wavefunction representations have well-known shortcomings in the semi-
classical regime. The asymptotic behavior of eigenfunctions is simply not extractible from
the bare Schrodinger equation H^ — Etp which is not a regular perturbation of classical
dynamics, and its general description remains unknown. Even in special known cases, e.g..

A(q)e iS{q)/h (h -» 0) (WKB), (1.1;

a phase-space picture provides a clearer description, nonsingular and global, by which
this seiniclassical behavior gets linked to the structure of the classical invariant subsets
in the energy shell (of phase space). Specifically. WKB behavior requires these invariant
sets to be Lagrangian submanifolds (embedded d-dimensional surfaces, of local equations
{p = V S ( Ç ) } ) [S]. For classical bound systems, however, such Lagrangian surfaces, or
invariant tori, are the hall-mark of completely integrable systems (including all conserva-
tive l-d systems) and of small perturbations thereof (where some tori are preserved, by
the KAM theorem). Instead, for the chaotic systems on which we focus, typical orbits
are ergodic in the full energy shell, some are periodic and unstable, but neither type of
orbits can generate embedded Lagrangian manifolds. Thus, WKB behavior is ruled out
for the quantized eigenfunctions. At the same time there is no alternative semiclassical
parametrization in sight ("semiclassical eigenfunction puzzle").

Phase-space methods partly obviate this difficulty by shifting the semiclassical analysis
onto the density operator p = | ip >< rfc |, in representations where the quantum dynamics
(the Heisenberg equation) explicitly appears as a deformation of classical dynamics (the
Liouville equation); this allows a formal treatment order by order in h. Among these
'"phase-space representations" the most popular ones, being real and symmetric, are given
by the Wigner and Husimi functions; respectively [6],

J

1 < z >
< z I z >

where the following standard formulas,

(1.2)

ddp'ddq' (1.3)

(1.4)

z = 2~l/2(q - ip), (1.5)
t
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define the antianalytic plane coherent state | z > labelled by r, admitting the position
wavefunction

<q'\z > = (nhrd/4exp { [-(f2 + q'2)/2 + y/2 :q'] /ft} . (1.6)

We now review the main properties of the Wigner and Husiini representations for pure
states.

WIGNER MAP HUSIMI MAP

Nonlinearity quadratic with respect to ip
Range nonlinear subset in much bigger function space (doubling of variables)
Invertibility YES, but restricted to range of map
Classical limit YES, explicit convergence in weak topology
Positivity NO, deep oscillations sweeping both signs YES, more tame oscillations
Uniqueness YES NO
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The main virtue built into both representations is that if the quantum state has a
classical limit at all, it reveals itself through explicit convergence when h —» 0 of WK,(q,p; h)
(or H^) towards a classical density (i.e., a phase-space probability distribution obeying
the classical dynamics). Such convergence can only be realized weakly, i.e., upon smearing
of Wy or H^, against smooth classical observables or in the sense of expectation values.
Pointwise, \\\, or Hv rapidly oscillate in (parts of) phase space; this is an uiiphysical
artefact of "casting quantum wave mechanics into a classical mold". Since the Husimi
map (1.3) is the Wigner map convoluted with a Gaussian of width a \/h in all direction?
of phase space, it shows more damped oscillations, confined to positive values by Eq.(1.4).
whereas Wv oscillates into the negative range as well (see examples in [9]).

The inversion of the Wigner map ip —y W$, to regenerate the wavefunction itself,
becomes very difficult in the semiclassical limit. The Wigner representation, which doubles
the number of variables, is realized in a highly redundant function space, in which the range
of the Wigner map forms a very "thin" nonlinear "manifold". Both the equations of this
manifold and the inversion formula W^1 —> t/>, which are well defined for fixed Ti, acquire
essential singularities at Ti = 0 which make them totally unstable in the semiclassical regime
of weak convergence for W-^. (Although the Husimi function can converge more strongly,
the additional Gaussian smoothing in Eq.(1.3) can only make the inversion procedure
H^ —y 4> more delicate.) Special cases, however, allow such an explicit algorithmic
reconstruction of 4' from W ,̂ order by order in % : the WKB eigenfunctions can be recovered
in semi-closed form to all orders in h precisely like that, starting from an expansion of W^,
over a Lagrangian manifold [10,11].

Under a classically ergodic dynamics, by contrast, the Wigner functions of eigenstates
usually appear to tend (distributionwise) to the microcanonical density [12,13]; for the
Husimi functions the same holds in a stronger sense (measurewise) and this is moreover
proved [14]. Thus, the eigenstates are assigned a definite semiclassical behavior; however,
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no specific asymptotic wavefuiiction expression is known to correspond to that type of
behavior. Hence, in chaotic situations (which are ergodic), the scmiclassical eigenfunctions
do not get determined any better by such arguments.

2. R E D U C E D MODELS
In an exploration of the quantum features arising from classically chaotic dynamics,

the notion and the outcome of dynamical reduction are essential.
A classical system in d degrees of freedom can exhibit chaotic behavior only if it has

r < d conserved first integrals. Its dynamical reduction is then a process in which each
constant of the motion is used up to integrate away one degree of freedom, resulting in a
discrete-time system (a map) over the remaining d — r degrees of freedom, a system which is
now "irreducibly"non-integrable. For a chaotic conservative Hamiltonian, in the simplest
case of d = 2 and r — 1 (only energy is conserved), the reduced map can be a bounce map
for a billiard, or a return map over a surface of section for any system; in any case it has
one degree of freedom (d = 1, r = 0): it is an area-preserving map acting on a surface
(the reduced phase space), which is compact for a bound motion. Compactness is also
the simplest condition relative to the phase space itself (or kinematical condition) which
ensures chaotic behavior provided the map is locally unstable (a dynamical condition). In
fact, most theoretical studies of bound motion start directly at the reduced level, addressing
maps on compact surfaces with or without ancestors in 2-d Hamiltonians.

A theory of the quantum-classical correspondence should reasonably aim at displaying
quantum structures in parallel to classical ones as much as possible. Then, just for the
lowest-dimensional chaotic Hamiltonians (d — 2, r = 1), an ideally complete quantum
description should incorporate: a) specific quantum kinematics for compact phase spaces,
i.e., canonical constructions for Hilbert spaces of corresponding quantum states, and b) a
framework of quantum dynamics incorporating a quantum reduction procedure, to recast
the diagonalization of a 2-d Schrôdinger operator in terms of a \-d return operator acting on
a Hilbert space as found in a). Such a comprehensive quantum theory is not yet available
to provide a perfect analogy with the classical theory; only partial results exist, either
formal semiclassical elaborations [15,16], or treatments of special examples. We choose to
follow the latter course, and will specialize ail our constructions to selected low-dimensional
models, with a special mention when the classical chaotic behavior is not just observed
but also proven (such models, though often of a formal character, are more reliable).

- plane 2-d billiai'ds: they are fundamental on two grounds; (i) almost all the plane
Hamiltonian systems with proven chaotic behavior are billiards (Sinai's billiard, stadium...):
(ii) there exists a complete canonical quantization from billiards to wave equations incor-
porating a dynamical reduction scheme.

For a classical, plane and bounded billiard, let (g, cos 6) parametrize each bounce as
q (mod 1) = arc-length of the bounce point as a fraction of the boundary perimeter, 9 =
angle of the incident ray with the boundary. The billiard dynamics is then reducible to
the bounce map

(g,cos#) —> (q1,cosd') (= parameters of the next bounce), (2-1)

an area-preserving map over the cylinder phase space C2 = S1 x IR having the bounded
accessible region {q,cos6) £ S1 x [—1,1].

Vw-
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Likewise, a wave-mechanical billiard or Helmholtz equation with boundary conditions
(e.g., Dirichlet),

(A + E)ty(x,y) = 0 inside. = 0 on boundary, (2.2 J

reduces to an integral equation (involving the free Green's function Go), for an auxiliary
function K'(q) ou file boundary.

-2^ dq'-J^Go(E; q.q')liq') (2.3)

supplemented with an explicitly invertible linear mapping ^(J*, y) —» xj){q) [17.18]. Thus
is achieved a reversible compression of the solution data, from two degrees of freedom into a
single degree of freedom, that of the classical bounce map itself: the reduced solutions iï(q)
are then the irreducible unknowns and become the prime targets for seniiclassical analysis.
However, actual developments of that scheme (initiated in [18,16]) lie well beyond the
scope of this article, which will then restrict to examples of the following type.

- quantum maps: we have seen that no exact reduced equation (like Eq.(2.3) for the
billiard) is known for the bound states of a 2-d Schrodinger equation. An alternative
approach to produce quantum-mechanical examples without facing explicit reduction is
thon to operate entirely at the reduced level and study quantum maps, i.e., discrete-
time quantum evolution operators obtained by direct quantization of chaotic maps [5] on
compact surfaces (keeping here d — 1, the minimum possible value).

The torus T2 is for that purpose the most useful compact phase space, as it carries
the most fundamental chaotic maps: the cat and baicer's maps which are proven chaotic
(Bernoullian) [19], and also the ubiquitous standard map which is chaotic at large coupling
[20]. The sphere S2 also carries chaotic models such as the strongly kicked spin |21].

Last but not least, all those models are quantizable. The basic quantum signature of
a compact phase space is for the corresponding Hilbert space H. to have a unite dimension
.V: because each \~d quantum state heuristically occupies a volume « 2ith in pha.se *pace.
one expects

as area of phase space. (2.4)

It is natural to keep this area fixed in the semiclassical regime which is thus equivalent to
Ar -> oo.

Quantum maps are then simply unitary NxN matrices with a particular type of
A"-dependence in their entries, and semiclassical analysis deals with the behavior of their
eigenvalues and eigenvectors as JV —> oo . The quantized standard map or kicked rotor
[20], cat map [22], kicked spin [21], baker's map [23], and kicked Harper operator [24] each
have their own physical or mathematical merits.

3. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM STRUCTURES
A preliminary but essential step, motivated by the preceding Section, is to describe

quantum and semiclassical formalisms corresponding to non-plane phase spaces, especially
compact surfaces. This step precedes the consideration of any specific dynamics and can be
called quantum /cinematics. Again, lacking a general theory of canonical quantization, we
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must limit ourselves to special examples. Fortunately, the situation is well understood for
the crucially important phase spaces of the previous Section: the torus T and the sphere
S2 [25]. Although it is non-compact, we also treat the cylinder C2, which in addition to
its own importance (for billiards, not treated here) provides a helpful intermediate space
between the plane and the torus.

Canonical quantizations

To avoid confusions in the following, double brackets make the distinction between
the states of the usual phase space IR2 and those denned on T2, S2 or C2.

- cylinder
The configuration space is S1 « IR (mod 1), hence a Schrôdinger representation is

provided by wavefunctions periodic up to a fixed but undetermined phase,

V(q + 1) = eifl' </•(<?)• (3.1)

This demies not one but a family of Hilbert spaces H6'', consisting of the wavefunctions
which obey (3.1) and have a finite norm under the scalar product

Ja

+ OO

4>(q)Mq)àq = E àmti>m,
m=—oo

(3.2)

where i/>m denote the discrete Fourier components of 10),

+ OO .1

(3.3)

i

carried by the lattice {pm = {2TTTTI + 6q)h, m € 7L]. (Representation labels will often be

omitted, as in pm for pm ' .)
That structure applies, for instance, to the reduced billiard equation (2.3), with 6q = O.

- torus
Applying the previous argument in position and in momentum space (both being S1 ),

we can require the wave functions xp and i/> to be both periodic up to phases, replacing the
condition (3.1) by

(3.4)

which endows V> with discrete components (as well as V>). The resulting Hilbert space H^,
belonging to a family conveniently labelled by the complex variable £ = 8P — i#?, consists
of all wave functions of the form [26]

+ OO N - I
n +

n=0
JV

(3.5a)

•v-y 7.
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amounting to

.V-I

<""' E ^ (P - P - + A«)
11=-x m = 0

through the (unitary) finite Fourier transformation

.V-I

Ii = O

The scalar product on H^ is given by

N-i

N
(3.56)

(3.Gj

N - i

(3.7.
m = 0

The finite dimensionality JV now follows from the imposed invariance of the Hilbert space
under both translations (3.4), and it exactly satisfies [26]

N = (27r (3.8)

whereby h l gets quantized to integer values. The relevant Hilbert spaces for the quantum
cat and baker's maps are precisely of that type. A more general quantization is however
conceivable, leading to rational values for h~i, as used in Section 4 for the standard map.

- sphere
This is the phase space for a classical spin of fixed length s. The associated quantum

Hilbert space is the irreducible spin-5 representation space of finite dimension A* = (25 +1 )
corresponding to S2 = S(S + l)h2 (S = 0,1/2,1,...). With s ~ TiS fixed, the classical limit
can be described as S —> oo. (We then scale s to unity for simplicity.)

A usual basis for that Hilbert space consists of the eigenstates | m )) of S2, S2 | m )) =
mît I m ) ) , m = — 5, • • •, S. Then an arbitrary state of Hilbert space can be expressed as

(3.9)
m=-S

with the scalar product

m=-S

This Hilbert space applies, for example, to the kicked-spin model (relevant in solid state
physics [21]) and to the schematic Lipkin shell model of nuclear physics [27].

Phase-space representations

Their basic motivation is to provide efficient tools for semiclassical analysis over the
just defined JV-dimensional Hilbert spaces as JV -+ oo.

J-,
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The construction of the Wigner representation, which imposes itself by symmetry
on a linear phase space, becomes awkward on compact phase spaces. Its existence and
uniqueness are unclear: one known construction on the torus exhibits uncanny nonlocal
features inherited from the finite dimensionality of the Hilbert space [22]. Although those
problems are intrinsically quite interesting, they make the Husimi representation more
convenient for us: this only needs coherent states, which have been studied ad nauseam!
[2Sj. Still, compact phase spaces confront coherent states with identical problems of ex-
istence and uniqueness: the many definitions of the usual plane coherent states become
globally incompatible, while separately they give inequivalent generalizations. We have
finally decided to preserve the analyticity properties of coherent states above all. For
this we require, at the classical level, a phase space with a compatible complex struc-
ture, and at the level of quantum kinematics, an antianalytic family (with respect to
that complex structure) of coherent states denoted | z >. This formally suffices to define
a holomorphic representation of wavefunctions by means of their Bargmann transforms,
C(c) =< * I I^ >, which are everywhere analytic functions of z\ the Husimi functions then
follow as Hv(q,p) = | < z \ 4' > |2/ < z \ z >. We can then consider y(z) as a sort of
phase-space representation for the wave vector \ip >.

The real issue is now to define the Bargmann transformation rigorously and to give
a clean characterization of its range as a Hilbert space of analytic functions. That de-
scription reflects the classical geometry of phase space, and has to be specified case by
case. For the phase space IR , that range is the classic Bargmann space [29] consist-
ing of all the entire functions — necessarily of order < 2 — such that < rp | v > =
(2xh)~l fR2 |Î/'(Z)|2 e~l*l /Adgdp remains unite. On the cylinder and torus, antianalytic
coherent states |^)) can be obtained by brute-force periodicizations of the antianalytic co-
herent states I z > on the plane (Eqs.(1.5-6)). On the other hand, for the sphere we use
the well known Bloch or spin coherent states [28].

- cylinder
Periodicization of the kernel (1.6) using (3.1) leads to a Hilbert space of entire functions

V ( g ' ) ( { ^ I?')) ) (3.10a)

+ OO

where #3 is the Jacobi theta function ([30], chap. 21)

+00

(3.106)
], chap. 21)

+00

e3(v\r)= J2 e i""2+2 i"». (3.11)
V=- OO

Eq.(3.1) is transformed under the mapping (3.10) into the quasi-periodic condition

{z), (3.12)
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and the scalar product takes the form

{{0| V)) = 2 /

witIi the inversion formula

- forus
In this case, the further periodicization of (3.10) in the p direction and the use of

2nXh = 1 result in the finite sum

-V-I

n=0

(3.13a)

v ) , (3.136){{:\qn)) =(2N

whereby wavefunctions get precisely represented by the entire functions on the plane sat-
isfying the quasi-periodic conditions (cf. (3.4))

il'(z) , (3.14a)

) v(z) ; (3.146)

as analytic objects over the torus, those are not functions but sections of a complex line
bundle of degree N. The Husimi functions, however, if defined as

I

Hv(q,p) =
<z\z>

(3.15)

are strictly doubly-periodic, i.e., defined as genuine functions over the torus.
The scalar product on the torus reads as

=2

with the inversion to the usual representation (3.5a) given by

Next, we point out that the analytic structure of this representation coupled with the
compactness of the phase space make most attractive a parametrization of wavefunctions in
terms of their phase-space zeros. Denoting by F the boundary of the fundamental domain

• .j *r-7"* .y
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of analyticity, [0. l/\/2] x [0, l/\/2], it follows from the quasiperiodic conditions (3.14) that
(••very function of the Bargmann space has N zeros in the fundamental domain.

: = N.

svibjected to the constraint

A'

The unique state ("singlet") of the space Ti^ for Ar = 1 is given from Eqs.(3.13) by

(3.17)

with its single zero constrained by (3.16) to lie at

(3.18)

Eq.(3.16) illustrates the fact that the location of the zeros is a function of the parameters
{8q,Qp)'- when those parameters are varied each zero moves on the phase space torus, while
the motion of the ''center of mass" is governed by that equation. In particular, according
to (3.18) the unique zero of i^i(z) can be positioned at an arbitrary point of phase space
by changing the periodicity conditions. The sensitivity of the zeros to such changes and
the induced coverings of phase space by the zeros were exploited in [24] to characterize by
means of a topological integer the eigenstates of classically chaotic quantum maps on the
torus.

The displacement of the zeros also has a group-theoretical interpretation. The unitary
action of the Weyl-Heisenberg group on the plane.

(3.19)

naturally becomes, when the plane is quotiented to a cylinder (resp. a torus), a unitary
mapping T2. : H6< —-» H6<+>>''2 (resp. H< —> H<+2irNV*2''). This must not be confused
with a continuous shift of the coherent state label z ! On the torus, for instance, in every
fixed space W" there exists a coherent state | z )) with any continuous value of 2, although
the q or p eigenvalues are discrete. In the extreme case N = I, the specification of the
unique normalized state in W ,̂ ipi(z) = (( z \ qo )) as given by Eq.(3.17), can also be read,
after conjugation, as the specification of the single component of every coherent state | z ) ) ,
((<7o I z )) = V'i(z) (except, for N = 1, at the singular vanishing point z = z0).

A particularly interesting feature of the zeros of wavefunctions is that they can be
used to regenerate those functions, in the most general context where these are entire, by

Ssse,*

r^u
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means of WVierstrass or Hadamard factorization formulae [31]; the latter reconstructs any
function of finite order up to e'^z) where P(z) is a polynomial, and deg(P) < r < ord(/):

/ ( = ) = e « - » i i ( 1 - ^ ;
k=\

exp ( -
rz

Here, however, we wish to emphasize the special simplicity and virtue of Hadamard factor-
ization UJ)OU Bargmnnn functions when the phase space is compact [i.e., after dynamical
reduction, for continuous-time systems). As we show by examples, that compactness turns
the factorization finite and rigid (free from undetermined constants); actually, the elements
of Bargmann space are then similar to polynomials of a fixed degree (strictly speaking,
they are the holrmorphic sections of a complex line bundle over the compact phase space).

In the case of the torus, the Hadamard product for ij'(z) is to be first performed over
all the translates of each zero separately, then recombined so as to satisfy both quasi-period
conditions. The result is a finite multiplication formula from elliptic function theory,

.V Nf(z + Z0 - zk) = Z'v f[ (3.20)
k= 1

where ^ i is the singlet state (3.17) in the space [C, ~ 0). Now the overall complex factor
Z^,, which sets the normalization, is the only unspecified constant. Analogous factorization
schemes were also recently used in connection to the motion of 2-d electrons in a uniform
magnetic field (the quantum Hall effect) [32,33] or in an arbitrary periodic magnetic field
[34],

The factorization (3.'!O) constitutes the central mathematical formula around which
further developments will be based on (see also Eq.(3.28) below). It allows the reconstruc-
tion of wavefiinctions from then z«ros, thus establishing a one-to-one mapping between
a ray of the (projective) Hilbert space and a particular distribution of zeros on T2. Un-
derlying it, there is a multiplicative mapping Ti^ x H^, —* W^' jV, given by pointwise
multiplication of functions in Bargmann space. By construction, the associated Husimi
function (3.15) will have the same zeros as il'(z). Therefore, this real and positive-definite
function carries, through its zeros, the full description of the wavefunction. It too has a
multiplicative structure, inherited from Eq.(3.20):

(3.21)

The use of i/>(z) provides a continuous representation of the finite-dimensional Hilbert
space H; because of that, it is a highly redundant representation. Alternatively, the (N-I)
independent complex zeros provide a "minimal" parametrization of if>, remaining within
a phase-space formalism. Ordinary representations like (3.5a) are equivalently "minimal"
since they parametrize the wavefunctions by (N — 1) independent complex numbers plus
a normalization. In fact, making an analogy with the polynomials (cf. the case of the
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^f*"> sphere below), the change of representation [^n) —> {zk} is the analog of changing from

' . tlie coefficients to the zeros. We will see in the following, however, that the latter repre-
sentation has, at least in the semiclassical limit, much nicer properties than the standard

; " configuration representation.
1 - sphere

. \ An equivalent factorization scheme in terms of zeros is mathematically much simpler
« in the case of a spherical geometry. For a spin-S system, the antianalytic Bloch coherent

, '} state centered at the spherical coordinates (#,ç) is defined as [28]

' $ • • | 0> = eiS+/h I - S ) ) , S+ = Sz+\Sy, * = cot(0/2) e»*, (3.22)

;'" where the complex variable z labeling the coherent states is related to the coordinates
; (<?,.,?) on the unit sphere by the stereographic projection from the North pole. An ana-
1 lytic representation of an arbitrary state of the Hilbert space (3.9) in terms of ordinary

polynomials of degree 25 = N — 1 is then provided by

^

The scalar product and inversion formula with respect to the usual representation (3.9)
are, respectively,

Since the coordinate z is singular for 0 = 0. the stereographic projection from the South
pole should be considered as well, corresponding to differently normalized coherent states.

I s' )) ' = e i>s-/ f t I + 5 ) ) , S- = Sx- iSj,, z' = tan(0/2) e"1*, (3.24)

~ u v * - ' « / ( 3 2 5 )

or V(^') = ^~2 5^(^)- (3.26)

In analogy with Eqs.(3.14) for the torus, the latter coordinate-transformation formula
betrays that those polynomials are not ordinary functions, but sections of a complex line
bundle over the Riemann sphere; whereas the Husimi functions are now given by



indifferently: hence they arc genuine functions on the sphere.
In this case, Eq.(3.20) is replaced by the usual factorization formula for polynomials,

2 s

(z-zk), (3.28)

where the normali?;ation factor Zv can be related to the zeros by means of standard
formulae connecting the coefficients of a polynomial to its zeros, ';'

2 S -1 /2

<km<2S

Aa with the torus, an arbitrary state of this Hilbert space has then been represented
by a distribution of JV — 1 = 2S points in the phase space, the zeros of the positive-definite
Husimi function (3.27). It is amazing to realize that the parametrization (3.28) was already
used in 1932 by Majorana [35] to treat the motion of a spin-S atom moving in the vicinity
of a point where the magnetic field vanishes (the so-called Landau-Zener effect).

The net outcome of the preceding paragraphs is a representation of quantum states by
a finite set of (N — 1) independent zeros or phase-space nodal points, with JV —* c» in the
seniidassical limit. As mentioned in Section 1. Husimi functions are known to concentrate,
in that limit, onto the classically invariant sets. We therefore expect the morphological
differences existing between the high-density regions of H^, for eigenfunctions of integrable
and chaotic systems to be reflected in the way its zeros distribute in phase space. But
the zeros also provide a faithful parametrization of the quantum states, and therefore
they qualify better as fundamental objects for semiclassical analysis than the high-density
features. This emphasizes a particularly interesting aspect of the parametrization by the
zeros: it combines our phase space knowledge (and intuition) — via the Husimi distribution
and the correspondence principle — with an exact (and "minimal") quantum description.

In the next Section we substantiate these ideas by showing the distribution of zeros
of eigenstates of some integrable and chaotic systems on the torus T2. Examples on the
sphere S2 have been investigated in [7], with essentially identical conclusions.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the absence of a method to obtain eigenfunctions directly in their nodal-point
parametrization, we have numerically computed eigenfunctions, and then their Bargmann
transforms, for various \-d systems. The simplest way to display the phase-space zeros is
through density plots of the Husimi functions. Each Husimi function will be plotted twice:

- on the left, a linear density scale shows with the correct weight the high-density
regions of H^ (in black); this plot obliterates, however, the delicate relief near zero level
(in white).

- on the right, a logarithmic density scale sacrifices level resolution at high densities
but brings out, with a correct adjustment of the contrast factor, each zero as a small white
dot.
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Fig. 1. Hiisimi function plots on the torus, in linear (loft) and adjustable logarithmic (right)
density scales •-- both using black for highest densities; all plots take (Oq,0p) = (0,0). This
double plot shows the singlet state i/'i (N = 1) (Eq.(3.17)); the Husimi function shows one zero
and one maximum at exactly antipodal locations on the torus.

0 q 0

Fig. 2. As Fig.l, but showing the coherent state |0)} for JV = 16.

Fig.l shows the Husimi plots for $i{z), the elementary building block of Eq.(3.20),
when (9q,êp) = (0,0). Its only zero lies at the center of the square, as predicted by
Eq.(3.18), but can be relocated at an arbitrary point by varying the phases. (From now
on we are assuming that (6q,6P) = (0,0).)

Fig.2 shows the Husimi function for the coherent state centered at the origin, ip(z) =
<(r|0)),forJV = 16.

Classically integrable systems
Because we are in one degree of freedom, this corresponds to eigenfunctions of quan-

tized Hamiltonians. In Fig.3a and Fig.3b we display two eigenstates of a Hamiltonian, 9
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f Fig. 3. As Fig.l. but showing two eigenfunctions at a fixed classical dynamics of integrable
type: a Hamiltonian at a given energy (see text; the classical energy curve is superposed, and
arrows at top left identify the H < E region). The quantum parameter AT is varied: (top)
Ar = 21 (8 t h eigenfunction; (bottom) N = 63 (24 th eigenfunction). Practical remark: in (or
near) the integrable regime and for large iV, the low densities are extremely depressed and require
considerable log-scale amplification to reveal the zeros; this often results in noisy pictures and
poor discrimination of the zeros; see also Figs.6a-b,e-f.

H{p,q) = 2 — cos(27rp) — sin(27rç) - cos(67rç), at about the same energy E « 1.54, for
N — 21 and iV = 63 respectively. As N grows, the Husimi density concentrates around
the classical curve C : {H(p,q) = E} (superposed in the figure), while its zeros concen-
trate onto another set of curves. In fact, for all the eigenstates of integrable systems we
have studied, we found that the zeros lie along some simple curves, which depend on the
classical system and energy, but seemingly not on the dimension of Hilbert space.

Both concentration properties can be explained in terms of the complex WKB method
in the coordinate z [11,36,37], which expresses the Bargmann-transformed eigenfunction
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where {Sf;} are branches of the classical complex action in the z variable. On the one hand,
this result implies [36] that for integrable systems the high-density regions of the Husimi
function can be approximated, in the semiclassical limit, by a Gaussian centered on the
classical trajectory with a width proportional to y/k and a height inversely proportional to
the classical phase-space velocity. On the other hand, the vanishing of p(z) as given by (4.1)
generically requires the destructive interference of two dominant branches k\ and fc2 [38].
y(z) ~ exp [27TiVSt1(J)] — exp [27TiVSt2(2)] = O, leading to the following two conditions:
i) ReSt1(^) = ReSt2(^) > ReStn(^), for all the other branches kn. Each such equality
defines an anti-Stokes curve, which is fully classical. The zeros of 1/'(-2O then concentrate
up(Hi such curves, and their location on them is determined by the second condition (a sort
of quantization of the anti-Stokes line) ii) Im [St1(Z) — S/t2(z)] = (j + const)/N (j £ TL),

which makes them regularly distributed with spacing d — [A7Im(S^1(Z) — Sĵ  (:))]
This explains the observed behavior for the zeros of eigenfunctions of integrable systems:
they lie on a classically determined curve (anti-Stokes curve) which depends on the Hamil-
tonian and the energy (through St(c )), while A7"1 (or h) fixes the scale of the mean spacing
between the zeros on that curve.

Conversely, a product like (3.20) or (3.28) over regularly spaced zeros can generate,
in the large Ar limit, a rapidly oscillating function of the form (4.1) by a duality similar to
the Poisson multiplication formula, or exponentiated summation formula, the prototype
of which is sm( z/h) = z/h ]J{1- z/kirh).

kjiO

We can moreover make a general statement on the number of zeros enclosed by the
classical trajectory C. Since there is a Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition. (27ri)—I

fc ii''Iip dz = t (=integer quantum number), there should be i zeros in the region H < E
(at least if this region is topologically a disk) and (Ar — (.) above it. This result is a
phase-space generalization of the counting theorem for the zeros of \-d configuration-space
wavefunctions.
Fully chaotic systems

The quantization of an area-preserving map yields the stationary equation

U\xi>)) =e-U,)> (4.2)

where U is the one-step (unitary) evolution operator of the map.
For the cat map [19], defined by the time-dependent Hamiltonian H = p2/2 — q2/2 x

OO

Yl 6(t — j) or, alternatively, by the map
J=-0O

Cj+1 =Qj+P} ( m o d 1)
Pj+i =«>+2p> (mod 1),

the corresponding quantum evolution operator is the matrix [22]

U =



BMP'

ti

;

On the other hand, for the baker's map (the bracket indicates the integer part).

P}+1 = (pj + [2r/7]J/2 (mod 1).

the quant>mi evolution operator i.s defined [23] using Fourier matrices (notation of Eq.(3.G)):

0

0

Fig. 4. As Fig.l, but showing eigenfunctions of classically chaotic quantum maps, with
A = 64. (Top) cat map: (bottom) baker's map — this eigenfunction is markedly scarred by the
classical orbit of period 2: ((1/3, 2/3), (2/3, 1/3)).

Fig.4 shows two eigenfunctions of those quantum maps, cat map (Fig.4a) and baker's
map (Fig.4b), both for AT = 64. Both states have their zeros highly spread out on the
square.
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Thaï saine observation holds for practically all the eigcnfunctions we have computed
for fully chaotic area-preserving maps, irrespectively of the superficial features of the
Hu.simi distribution. Contrary to the integrable case, the zeros not only fail to concentrate
(m curves (a manifestation of the inadequacy of the WKB form), but seem to fill, like a
gas, the whole available phase space. (We have only found for the baker's map for .V = 2*.
one isolated (arithmetical ?) exception of a state with a dominantly linear distribution
of zeros). In fact, Fig.4 and other plots [7] strongly suggest that the distributions of ze-
ros representing eigenfunctions of quantized fully chaotic maps are, to first order in the
seiniclasbical approximation, uniform and isotropic in the large (outside scars).

At this point, the crucial input of the total number of ^eros, JV, implies that the
average spacing between nearest neighbors must be 0{N~1^2), against 0(N~l) in the
integrable case. For the time being, those statements only indicate global trends, and may
need refinements and corrections as better data are collected. Nevertheless they clearly
point to a new semi-classical regime, drastically different from the integrable one.

Although we cannot prove it, this behavior of the zeros seems strongly tied with the
ergodicity of Hw in the semi-classical limit, meaning here lim Hv(q,p) — 1 (the Liouville

N—oo

measure, cf. Sect.2). That convergence can never take place pointwise since Hu, has A*
zeros, an increasing number. The next best possibility for H^, to uniformize in a weaker
sense, in view of the factorized representation (3.21), is then for the zeros themselves to
become uniformly distributed in phase space.

The problem of the derivation, from a supposedly quasi-uniform distribution(s) of
the zeros, of an explicit asymptotic form to be obeyed by ip(z) is important. The one-
dimensional distributions of zeros in the integrable case were regular, and a "Poisson
multiplication formula" could suggest a WKB result. By contrast, these two-dimensional
patterns of zeros can equidistribute in many ways, regular (crystal-like), or disordered. In
the former case, the product (3.20) can be expressed in automorphic functions but this
occurs only exceptionally (for a few eigenfunctions of cat maps). We do not know how to
analyze products like (3.20) or (3.28) if the factors are shifted in seemingly irregular fashion,
and suggest the use of statistical methods. In this direction, it has been recently proved
[39] that when the coefficients t!>m in (3.23) (or (3.9)) are taken as normally-distributed
independent random variables, then the zeros of (3.23) are uniformly distributed over the
Riemaim sphere, and this for an arbitrary N. We remark that these assumptions are also
precisely realized for the eigenfunctions of random matrices.

The quantum standard map or kicked rotor
In order to better illustrate the transition between the distribution of zeros of inte-

grable systems and those of fully chaotic maps, we finally examine the well-known standard
map or kicked rotor [20]. This map has been used as a model for a very wide range of phys-
ical systems, and exhibits a generic regular-to-chaotic transition as a coupling constant A"
is increased. It is defined by the Hamiltonian

j=-oo

Integrating Hamilton's equations between (j — 1/2) and {j + 1/2) and rescaling p/2
S
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we get the map

(mod

= Pj + -^ sin [2TT ( ^ + />, )].

(4.19a)

(4.196)

A' controls the chaoticity of the map. For A' —» 0. the dynamics is nearly integrable; for
A" % 0.9716. the last KAM torus winding around the cylinder in the ^-direction disappears,
and diffusion in the p direction starts: for A' » 1, the volume occupied by stable trajectories
is exponentially small [40], and the map can be treated as completely chaotic. In Fig.5 we
show some trajectories of the map for several values of the coupling constant A'.

Fig. 5. Phase-space orbits of the classical standard map (4.19) for various couplings; from
ieft to right: K = 1; A' = 3; K - 10.

The map (4.19) is invariant under the discrete translations

q'=q+l

p1 =p + l

(4.20a)

(4.206)

showing that the natural classical phase space is the two-dimensional torus. Many studies
have concentrated, however, on the motion on the cylinder. In particular, it has been
shown that for large values of the coupling constant (A' > 4.5) the particle diffuses in
momentum, (p2) ~ D j (for j sufficiently large), with the diffusion constant D = A'2/2.

Associated to this map is the quantum evolution operator

U = e - ' K c o s ( 2 ' r 9) / ( 4 ' r 2 f t ) e-'P7 (4.21)

The quantization can be pursued in two different ways (kinematics enters here). For
irrational values of Planck's constant h, quantum mechanically the invariance of the dy-
namics under the discrete translation (4.20b) does not hold and the phase space is the
cylinder; U is then represented by an infinite matrix. The main physical result emerging
in connection to this model is the localization in momentum of the eigenstates of (4.21 ) [41],
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Fig. 6. Selected eigenfunctions of the auantized standard map, with N = 61; on this page,
M = 1 is fixed (cf. Eq.(4.22b)) and the coupling constant is varied, (a) K = O (integrable case);
(b) A' = 1; (c) A' = 3. The remark on Fig.3 applies to (a) and (b).
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Fig. 6 (continued): on this page, the coupling is fixed, A' = 10. (d) M = 1; (e) M — 20;
(f) M = 30. The remark on Fig.3 applies to (e) and (f).
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vm ~ exp ( - |m — ?7?o| /'oc), a behavior that contracts with the aforementioned classical
diffusion (Ix = localization length).

A second possibility is to impose translational invariance in both directions of the
fundamental domain (ç,p) € [0.1] x [0,1]. This leads to the condition (3.8), which also sets
the dimension of Hilbert space, and therefore of the matrix U. A more general quantization
on the torus can be realized by imposing periodicity (up to phases) in the enlarged torus

q'=q

p' =p Af, M e INr,

(4.22a)

(4.226)

which can be implemented redefining Planck's constant as (2nh) = JV/Af. As Af —> oo.
the enlarged phase space torus approaches the cylinder. The classical limit corresponds to
N —> oc, Af/Ar —> 0. Fig.6 shows selected eigenfunctions of the standard map quantized
with X = 61. Figs. 6a-d concern the basic case Af = 1 for different values of A'. For
A' = 0 (Fig.6a) (an eigenstate of p2, the integrable limit), the high-density regions of H^,
are concentrated over two horizontal lines corresponding to \p\ = const; the zeros also
align upon two horizontal lines. In Fig.6b we show an eigenstate for K — 1 having as
classical support an invariant curve winding around the phase-space point [q.p) = (0.1/2)
(cf. Fig.5, left). Although the high-density regions are exponentially concentrated on a
quantized curve, as for completely integrable systems, not all the zeros are aligned any
longer: instead, some tend to diffuse. That tendency is amplified for higher K (Fig.6c,
A' = 3). where the zeros conserve a local alignment but already tend to fill the whole
available phase space left out of the regions surrounding the quantized curve. This state,
which is also supported by a classical invariant curve, differs from, e.g., the one of Fig.3:
the zeros, irrespectively of the high-density behavior of Hv, seem highly sensitive to the
dominant underlying classical dynamics (for A' = 3, more than 80% of phase space is
covered by chaotic trajectories, cf. Fig.5, center). Finally, for K = 10 (Fig.6d) even
the local alignment has disappeared, and a diffusive behavior of the zeros typical of fully
chaotic wavefunctions entirely prevails.

We have moreover analyzed the behavior of the wavefunctions and their zeros in the
strongly chaotic regime (A' = 10) for increasing M. It was already pointed out [42] that for
sufficiently large Af the eigenstates localize in momentum. The transition to that regime
can be estimated by requiring the localization length I00 to be much smaller than the size
of the phase-space torus, i.e., Z00/JV <C 1. For K = 10 and N — 61, this condition results
in M 3> 6. Fig.6e and 6f show two eigenfunctions for Af = 20 and Af = 30. respectively.
Although the underlying classical dynamics is completely chaotic, both states are strongly
localized in the p-direction. For Af = 20, there is some local alignment of the zeros,
while the overall pattern is reminiscent of the states of a mixed dynamics (cf Fig.6b). For
Af = 30, the zeros are completely aligned on two horizontal lines, like for K = O (Fig.6a).
Thus, the effect of increasing Af is not only a localization of the eigenstates in momentum,
but also a suppression of all traces of the classical chaotic dynamics, as far as the zeros
seem able to detect.

Concluding remarks
The representation of a wave function v(q) by the pattern of zeros of its Husimi

function does not by itself achieve the semi-dassical analysis of eigenfunctions in chaotic

jf.
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situations, but it seems most pertinent to that aim, and it already suggests new perspectives
and problems.

Keeping in mind that any statement about the distribution of zeros in phase space
directly describes the wave function itself (in multiplicative parametrization). our main
observation is the diffusive behavior of the zeros for eigenfunctions in classically chaotic
regimes as opposed to their concentration on curves in integrable cases. (We have also
observed intermediate regimes.)

It is important to refine the analysis of the asymptotic distributions of zeros, which we
have hitherto only crudely observed. Their actual uniformity and isotropy must be checked
much more thoroughly. A central related issue is the interaction between the zeros which
expresses the original quantum dynamics, and how that reflects the classical dynamics.
For example, if the phase space is the sphere and the quantum dynamics is specified by
a Hamiltonian operator having the expression H{z,d~) — ]T\ fj(z)d{ in the variable z of
Eq.(3.23). then the corresponding equation of motion for the zeros is [43]

E
1 < fct < fc2<

Other relations of the zeros to time-evolution problems have been stressed in [44].
The subsequent problem would be to construct effective asymptotic formulas for the

eigenfunctions based on the observed distributions of zeros.
As for generalizations, the main difficulty lies with higher dimensions (i.e., more than

one degree of freedom after reduction), because the theory of analytic functions in several
complex variables is much more involved.
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